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Abilene Christian University Student Chapter of  the Wildlife Society

 The ACU Wildlife Society was founded on September 10, 2012 as a recognized student chapter of  The Wildlife 
Society and a student organization at Abilene Christian University by students and professors from the Agricultural 
and Environmental Sciences Department. Since that time the ACUWS has grown to 22 students majoring in Animal 
Science, Biochemistry, Biology, and Environmental Science from diverse backgrounds ranging from rural to urban and 
even international with faculty sponsors housed in the Department of  Agricultural and Environmental Sciences and the 
Department of  Biology. Within the ACU community the ACUWS hosts biweekly meetings bringing together undergraduate 
students with professors and wildlife professionals and semi-annual “beast feasts” to lighten the burden of  fi nal exams 
week for their fellow students. In order to foster connectivity, the ACUWS has also partnered with other ACU student 
organizations, including the Agricultural and Environmental Sciences Club, the ACU Biology Research Club, and Wildcats 
for Sustainability, in order to promote conservation and educational opportunities campus-wide.

Beyond the university community, the ACU Wildlife Society has volunteered 
to host workshops and collaborate in service activities including the Hawley 
Middle School Earth Day and Earth Day at the Abilene Zoo, Clean-Up Day 
at the Cedar Creek Waterway, Abilene Outdoor Adventures events, and the 
Bass Brigade Youth Camp. Under the leadership of  chapter president Eric 
Dolezalik, the ACU Wildlife Society has begun its most ambitious service 
project to date with the preparation of  a new public wildlife trail near the 
edge of  the ACU campus. The trail will be a place where anybody is welcome 
to enjoy nature and learn more about the local environment. Following the 
trail clearing, ACUWS is currently supplementing the local woody vegetation 
surrounding the trail with a variety of  native grasses, forbs, and shrubs 
chosen from the Texas Chapter of  the Wildlife Society Plant Identifi cation 
Contest list. With funding assistance from the ACU Student’s Association, the 
ACUWS will provide plant identifi cation labels and interpretive signs for the 
benefi t of  campus and public education.

The ACU Wildlife Society places special emphasis on opportunities for 
undergraduate research and internship opportunities. Under the leadership 
of  research mentors, Dr. Josh Brokaw (plant ecology), Dr. Jim Carpenter 
(wildlife ecology), and Dr. Tom Lee (mammalogy), ACUWS members have 
presented research at annual meetings of  the Texas Chapter of  the Wildlife 
Society, the Southwestern Association of  Naturalists, the Texas Society of  
Mammalogists, the Texas Academy of  Science, and the ACU Undergraduate 
Research Festival. Recent presentation titles include: “Visitation of  Quail 
Feeders by Quail and Non-Target Species” by Catherin C. Longest and 
Reece C. Wells; “Baseline survey of  small mammals and bacterial pathogens 
in the southeastern Rolling Plains” by Hannah Seah, and Daisy Gomez; 
“Relationships between small mammal assemblages and land management in 
the southeastern Rolling Plains” by Jamie E. Thompson et al.; “Estimating 
climate-based range expansion in honey mesquite” by William M. Keenan 
and Bryce J. Gerlach; and “Development of  nuclear markers for phylogeny 
reconstruction in Thomasomys (Rodentia: Cricetidae)” by Maya J. Feller et al.                     
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Several former members of  the ACUWS 
have recently begun graduate studies in wildlife 
biology, including Grant Lawrence (Sul Ross State 
University), Jason Davis (Texas A&M University), 
Bryce Gerlach (Stephen F. Austin State University), 
and Mike Keenan (Texas A&M University). Current 
undergraduate research projects include continued 
monitoring of  the impact of  quail feeders on 
predators and non-target species at the Rolling 
Plains Quail Research Ranch and monitoring of  the 
impact of  supplemental water on wildlife behavior 
at the ACU Rhoden Farm.

The ACU Wildlife Society also seeks to prepare 
and promote its members for careers in wildlife 
biology and management. Each summer ACUWS 
members have participated in summer internships 
through Texas Parks and Wildlife and other state 

agencies in preparation for careers or continuing education in wildlife biology. In the past two years, the ACUWS has hosted 
many wildlife professionals including Joe Beech (Recruitment, TWPD), Annaliese Scoggin (Wildlife Biologist, TWPD), 
John Clayton (Fisheries Biologist, TWPD), Mike Homer (Fisheries Biologist, TWPD), and Justin Bryan, (Wildlife Biologist, 
Hall and Hall Farm and Ranch Management) in order to provide members with career guidance. Several students have also 
assisted our local wildlife and fi sheries biologists with population assessments. Finally, ACUWS alumni have accepted wildlife 
management positions, including mostly recently, Jason Davis (Wildlife Manager, W.T. Waggoner Ranch) and Grant Lawrence 
(Ranch Foreman near Bee Cave, TX).

Still young but growing, the ACU Wildlife Society strives to be a supportive multidisciplinary, multiethnic, Christian 
community dedicated to the responsible stewardship of  the natural resources that have been entrusted to us.




